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1. Introduction. Let Z(n) (Z(n)) be a d-type Galton-Watson
its mean matrix. A type ] is said to be ac-process and M=(m)_,_,

cessible from type i (i]) if m.,), the (i, ]) component of M, is positive
for some n0. If i--] and ]--i, then i and ] are Said to communicate
with each other (i-]). Since - is an equivalence relation we can
decompose the set of types (1,2, ., d} into the equivalence classes C, C,
.., C. Accessibility is a class property, i.e., i] for some i e C. and

] e C then i’-+]’ for all i’ e C and ] e C. This is written as.
(fla if fl=/=a) and accessibility thus induces a partial order on the
classes C1, C., .-., CN. The process Z(n) is said to be indecomposable
(resp. decomposable) if N-1 (resp. N>=2).

Let M--=(m’)iec,’ec. Then by definition each M: is irreducible.
We denote, by p,, the maximal eigenvalue of M:. The class C. is said
to be supercritical if p.l, subcritical if p,l. When p.=l, C. is said
to be critical (resp. final) if the generating unction associated with the
class is not linear (resp. linear).

Let e=(0 .010. .0), where the i’th component is 1 and the others
are 0, and let P, be the measure o the process such that P,(Z(O)=e)

1. Decomposable Galton-Watson processes with max {p, ., p}
have been studied by many authors. The main contributions are the
ollowing. Ogura [2] has shown that P[n-(Z(n))__=xl (Z(n))__
=/=0] converges weakly. Polin [3] has studied the case N=2 with C a
critical class and C. a final class and has shown that P,[n-(Z(n))ec=x]
converges weakly to a gamma distribution. Foster and Ney [1] have
studied the case when 12. <:N and each C. is a critical class they
have shown that P[((n-+-Z(n)).ec).=.....=xl(Z(n))c=O] con-
verges weakly and characterized the limit distribution. They conjec-
tured thattheir limittheorems can be extended to moregeneral processes.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the most general limit
theorems or decomposable Galton-Watson processes with max {p, ...,
p}= 1 and characterize the limit distributions. The proofs will be
given elsewhere. The process we consider in this paper is as follows;

(A. 1) Z(n) is decomposable,
(A. 2) for each a, M is positively regular,
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(A. 3) max{p, ..., p}=l,
(A. 4) for each critical class C., ,,. (OF/OWOs)(1)< c,

where F(s)=(F(s))gga is the generating function. Finally,
(A. 5) aN for every aeN.

Assumption (A. 5) is no essential restriction for our purpose.
2. Theorems. We define

max {" p. 1}, if fl ,
(2.1) "(, ): 1, i: and :1,

0, otherwise,
and

(2.2) ,(a)--,(a, N).
Then we can show
Lemma 1. If (fl,)=O, then
(2.3) (M)=O(p) for some Opl.
If (, a)>__l, then there exists

"=M*O(2 4) lim n-(,")/(M)
We first state a limit theorem or the process starting from a

final class. Set D(1)= {i e C. ,(a) 2}, D(2)= (i e C. ,(a)= 1} and dt
D(i), i= 1, 2.
Theorem 1. Assume that C is a final class. Then for each i e

and tO there exists

[ )1(2.5) limE exp -- n-(")+2Z([nt]) =G(t, 2);
a=l jGa

the limit is independent of i. G can be decomposed as follows;
(2.6) G(t, )= G,(t, )G(t, ),
(2.7) G(t, )=G(t, ()e()), i=1, 2.
(2.8) G(t, ) is the Laplace transform of a probability measure

OZ.
Let (a, ..., a}be the set of a’s such that p.= 1 and ,()=2. Then

(2.9) G(t, )= G(t, ).
j=l

Each G(t, ) is the Laplace transform of an infinitely divisible distri-
bution on R9 and can be expressed as follows;

(2.10) G,(t, )=exp {-Q I: ,(s, )ds},
where Q>O and is the solution of

(t, 2)= --B(t, 2)+ a2t,"),
(2.11)

(,a) =1

In the above, Q, a and b are nonnegative numbers determined by
{M*} and n(fl, a) is a nonnegative integer determined by
Moreover
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(2.12) B.--
with u"= (u)ec. and v.= (v)ec. being the right and left eigenvectors
of M. such that.uv=,.u= 1.

We next state a limit theorem for the process starting from a
eritieM class.

Theorem 2. Assume that C is a critical class. Then for each
i C there exists

[ )) ](2.13) liraE exp n-(")2Z(n (Z(n))ec:/:0 --H(2).
a=l jCa

H() is represented in the form
(2.14) H()=I-B((1,)--(1, )).

In the above, B is defined by (2.12) for the class C; (t,) is the
solution of

"] d (t, 2)=--B(t, 2)+ a2t
(2.15) dt .:() eo.

+(0, a)= E ba;
a:(a)=l jQCa

(t, ) is the solution of
dv (t, 2)= Bv(t, 2) v(t, 2) + Z(2.16) dt .:.(.)

V(0, ) 0,
where a and b are nonnegative numbers determined by (M*} and
=,(a)--2. Finally the relation of and is given by,

(2. 7) v(t, ) g+(t, ),
1(2.18) lira +(t, 2)=(t, 2)+.

Remark. It remains to investigate the limiting behavior or the
process starting rom a subcritical class. But the characterization
the limit distributions is complicated. We shall give the limiting be-
havior elsewhere.
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